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KROEBERIAN BURSTS
MATTHEW MELKO
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
MATT.MELKO@WRIGHT.EDU

Spengler sees the soul of a culture, by which he means what we
now call a civilization, as emerging suddenly, as being born. That has
been considered a metaphor and criticized because a culture is not a person. But as you look at the evidence, it is a pretty apt metaphor because
the style of a civilization does seem to appear suddenly. When we look
at Shang artifacts, and suddenly they are there, we don't know that "suddenly" might not involve some centuries, but you don't seem to see transitional forms, say, between the Cycladic and the Minoan.
When we look at the most recent origin, Western Civilization, if
you consider as Spengler does that it begins with the Gothic style, that
does seem to appear suddenly and spread very quickly in the 11 century. It isn't easy to find a transitional form between Romanesque and
Gothic, except that overlapping Romanesque windows suggest the idea
of pointed arches. But those arches do rise suddenly, leap into the sky in
a few decades, and thus it seems appropriate to describe the Gothic style
as being "born" in the ll" century.
With the architectural style come other changes that can't be so dramatically illustrated, but a new spirit is there, working on many people
who are doing many different things. A unique worldview is intrinsic,
neither creating nor created by the pattern.
We in the secular West aren't satisfied with Spengler's metaphysical
explanation, but it is not easy to find one more satisfactory. I can quote
myself as quoting Kroeber that culture patterns arise "for one reason or
another," but I haven't been able to find the alleged Kroeber quotation.
I may have been interpreting the sense of what he wrote (e.g. 1948:
287).
In any event, Kroeber's idea is that styles develop, reach a culmination in which the most striking or magnificent work is produced, then
become elaborated and finally exhausted (1957: 137-149). Toward the
end there is a great deal of experimentation, as if there were nothing else
to do with the style, and eventually a new style commands attention, and
artists began to develop that.
Dutch painting is an example of such a style. If you think of a Dutch
painter, it is likely that he worked in the 17 century. The earliest of note
was Hals, born in 1580, the latest Hobbema, who died in 1709. In that
th
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period a school of realistic painting developed, culminated in
Rembrandt, and faded after Hobbema. The art of the Baroque flourished
afterward, but not in the Netherlands. The Dutch style coincided with
patterns of political and economic development in The Netherlands, and
Hobbema's death was followed four years later by the ending of the last
of the Wars of Louis XIV. The Dutch had fought on the winning side,
had staved off the recurrent attacks of its giant and aggressive neighbor,
but the war had been less exhausting for France than for the
Netherlands. It would not again be a great power.
In the early seventies, I saw the interesting work of James Billet,
who had made an exhaustive study of Dutch painting with the intent of
finding every example of flowers in pots. In order to study changes in
the composition of light, he arranged these pictures of flowers in
chronological order, going back to obscure painters who preceded Hals
and on to obscure painters who outlived Hobbema. I don't know what
Billet found out about the light composition, but to the untutored eye,
the very early paintings did not look Dutch, but rather archaic, geometric, sort of structural studies for future paintings. And the last paintings
did look a bit desperate, like flowers out of a Van Gogh, so that you
could well imagine the artist thinking, what can I do that hasn't been
done? All of this rather supports Kroeber's idea that a style, and perhaps
a whole pattern, can become exhausted.
On the other hand, a few years earlier, I heard a paper by Gary
Vescelius, which involved a study of Occucaje pottery, again arranged
in chronological order, and Vescelius found a great deal of experimentation in the early phases, until the style became established, then a very
narrow range of variation, and then, again, a great deal of experimentation at the end of the period. This experimentation, like the late Dutch,
did not produce new approaches for extension. Instead the Occucaje
style was abandoned, and replaced by an externally developed new
style, the Nasca. But where the Dutch style lasted little more than a century, the Occucaje lasted a millennium (Vescelius, 1971).
Why wasn't the Occucaje style exhausted once it had been fully
developed? Perhaps in the centuries in between, the making of the pottery was simply a craft, just as we see potters in Sturbridge Village
reproducing the pottery of Colonial America: they look bored, seem to
enjoy taking down failed pots to the raw clay. It is just a summer job.
So it may have been for the Occucaje potters. But after many centuries,
for some reason, they had motivation to search again for variations.
They might have found them if the Nasca style hadn't fulfilled that need.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol56/iss56/3
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Or, perhaps, they did develop the Nasca style.
The long lasting Occucaje style suggests that styles need not be
ephemeral, nor do they apply only to art. When an agricultural technique diffuses from one civilization to another, once it has been shown
to be effective, it may still be modified by the style of agriculture being
employed, and this may be more than a matter of different land or climate. The techniques being used are already influenced by the civilizational pattern, and the infused technique will be modified, if possible, to
be consistent with established practice. This is no different from an
Asian art technique acquiring a European look,
All this somewhat reminds me of Thomas Kuhn's scientists, working along like Dutch painters or Occucaje potters, but intensely
involved like the former, until they begin to run into anomalies, their
Ptolemaic endeavors becoming ever more tortured until finally abandoned for a Copernican approach that offers more latitude for development (1962). Kuhn's scientists provide a compelling example of a
Kroeberian style.
In 1974 there was a conference at the State University College in
Geneseo, New York, attended by Kuhn, on the process of paradigms.
Most agreed that exhaustion was not a satisfactory answer for the ending of a paradigm. Certainly it did not explain the ending of a culture
pattern, if a paradigm should be taken for an example of a pattern.
How do craftsmen fit into this process? Peter Dormer asks whether
perceiving the craftsman—anyone who produces functional items—as
less than an artist, is a Western concept. The lace maker produces beautiful work, though it is limited by the market and the concept of what it
should be, as Chevalier's novel (2001) suggests that Vermeer's own
work must have been.
Conversely, Chevalier also suggests (2004) that in a complex project, such as the weaving of a tapestry, it must have been difficult to sort
out who was artist and who craftsman as they worked together modifying and enlarging the original picture to meet the needs and realities of
weaving. Or, for that matter, as Chevalier, the artist, worked with a professional screenwriter, whose name, of course, I don't know, to provide
a script for the Pearl Earrings film (2003).
Dormer comments on the intensity and serenity of the lace maker.
She is totally engrossed but relaxed. She knows her craft; it requires her
concentration. But what she produces we perceive to be beautiful, and
we so perceive crafts produced by Ghanaians and Laotians. Potter Val
Cushing, who sent me the Dormer article, perceives himself to be a
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2007
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craftsman (letter, 21 March 2004), yet he is also exhibits his "crafts" at
national and international exhibitions. I, too, am a craftsman, working
this morning at my art, drawing from Dormer's article and Cushing's
letter for a paragraph or two to add to a larger section, called a chapter,
of a still larger piece I have been working on, with the concentration of
a lace maker or a potter, for, what, a decade now?
Again, games are exhausted styles. A chess board is two dimensional, has only 64 squares, only six kinds of pieces. What else can be
done with it? Yet chess players find infinite combinations and continue
to produce games they regard as original and beautiful. If that is the
case, how can something as complicated as Dutch painting be exhausted, not to mention the pattern of a civilization?
We see the process in the microstyles of fashion, Kroeber's model
for the extension of style as a term (1957). New fashions are proposed,
some are accepted, become wildly popular, and in a year or two disappear, cease to provide collective satisfaction. Or two circular plastic
toys are invented, the frisbee and the hula hoop. The hula hoop remains
popular for a year and a half, and then disappears to the garages and
attics of Western civilization. The frisbee, though at a lower level of
intensity, is technologically improved and remains popular for decades.
Why? Any attempt to answer this question in terms of excitement,
group participation, or intrinsic merit will produce other counter examples. But whatever the answer might be to the reason for initial attraction and for duration or lack of appeal may apply to the development of
larger patterns. It goes back to Kroeber's for one reason or another, if
indeed it is Kroeber's.
It does seem, however, that the patterns of civilizations incorporate
the styles. When Dutch Realism or Han copper work fades, it will be
replaced by something else that an external observer would see as clearly Western or Eastern. The larger pattern provides the framework for the
style. Whichever of possible rivals is successful, it will be within the
pattern of the civilization.
Kroeber and Sorokin were writing their basic civilizational books
(1944, 1937-41), but didn't know about each other. Where Kroeber
thought in terms of pattern, Sorokin built his approach around the concept of integration.
When patterns are developing, the degree of integration is likely to
be high. Whatever is added fits within that integration. But after culmination, some disintegration takes place. This allows for further creation,
new development. If such a development attracts, it will bring about a
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol56/iss56/3
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reintegration around a modified or new theme or way of seeing. This
may be perceived either as a new phase or as an entirely new development.
If, for some reason, disintegration is prevented, ossification may
occur. This may have happened with Occucaje pottery. The forms are
repeated, but no new development takes place. An art becomes a craft.
If that happens, the whole pattern may be brought to a standstill, or it
may be left to ossify while development takes place around it or elsewhere.
On the other hand, disintegration may not produce new development. In that case the disintegration may continue until the style disappears. This can happen with an art form like Dutch painting or to a scientific theory like the Ptolemaic or to an entire civilization, like the
Classical.
Distinguishing between a new origin and a reconstitution may be
important to a Myers-Briggs J, like me, who likes to have things decided, but maybe not to a P, who can go with it either way. Whether an origin or a reconstitution, the integration is likely to be tight and appropriate forms will be selected. When Coulborn (1956) identifies feudalism
as a form likely to be adopted in times of origin or revival, he is saying
that such a political form is a ready solution to problems that occur in
either situation. And whether a scientific paradigm is a subset of a larger paradigm or brand new, it is likely to be accompanied by the formation of associations and the development of introductory courses.
Once a style comes into existence, it provides energy and focus for
its participants. It raises many problems to be solved; it involves its participants. They are sufficiently engrossed that they are less open to outside ideas and artifacts unless they can be fitted into the developing pattern. If it is the source of energy, it grows and expands out of the energy it produces. Like a car battery, it charges as it is charged.
When such a style reaches a civilizational level, it can be compelling, magnificent, even terrifying. "One tends to think of (the
Western Renaissance)," says Jacques Barzun, "as a handful of geniuses."
Actually, it is a large crowd of highly gifted people—the mass is
indispensable. . . . And these many coworkers must be great talents,
not duffers. . . . Together, by what they do and say, they help to keep
up the productive excitement. They stimulate the genius in their
midst; they are the necessary mulch for periods of exceptional
growth. . . . They may not be on the spot to begin with; they come
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2007
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mysteriously from all over, when some striking cultural event bruited
abroad . . . draws them to its place of origin. Like the spread of the
revolutionary temper, the feverish interest, the opposition, and the
rivalry among the artists working, comparing and arguing, generate
the heat that raises performance beyond the norm. It takes hundreds
of the gifted to make half a dozen of the great (2000: 67-68).

Where the style contains variants, these are influenced by this energy, and tend to develop in ways that are consistent with each other. At a
later stage, after culmination, the variants are more likely to conflict as
their practitioners search for new roads of development.
Keith Simonton argues from quantitative data that role model availability is much more important than external influences, such as political fragmentation, in the maintenance of creative energy (2003: 102). In
the Dutch case, it may be that when the models lost their creativity in
that small state, other states were not able to pick up the nuances of that
style or lacked the social and economic incentive. German music,
developing over a broader expanse, had wider, even intercivilizational,
appeal, and could draw on a broader spectrum of practitioners. Or, using
my favorite parochial example, when baseball declined as a children's
game in the United States, because basketball was a more practical
game for the urban poor and soccer for the children of the middle class,
it continued to draw practitioners from Latin American and Asian civilizations because of both economic incentives and aesthetic appeal, the
role models now being supplied by civilizational heroes, albeit amplified by media technology.
For several thousand years, the civilizational level seems to have
been the maximum level for styles to attain. If global civilization were
reached, that would mean there had evolved a supercivilizational pattern that incorporated all others, and we should expect all civilizations
to be in harmony during periods of development, but more likely to be
in disharmony in periods of disintegration.
The quality of the patterns has given the civilizations their identity.
It is this that has provided the culture of civilizations, and these cultures
have been sufficiently rich and penetrating to keep the civilizations
going, to reconstitute themselves rather than dissolve. If, as most civilizationists seem to think, Egyptian and Classical civilization did disintegrate, then it is possible for any other civilization to disintegrate. It is
just that this is not perceived to have happened very often, but then 5000
years is not long in the history of Homo Sapiens.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol56/iss56/3
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NOTES

Separating Culture From Institutions
Shuntaro Ito (1997) suggests separating culture from institutions
and government in the study of civilizations. This seems to work well
for him, but not so well for the International Monetary Fund which gets
into recurrent difficulties in making or refusing loans, often because its
directors assume that economic policies are culture free. Ito himself
might have some difficulties separating culture from government and
institutions if he were to turn his attention to current problems relating
to Japanese Banking.
Paradigms as Patterns
Kuhn, at that 1974 conference in Geneseo, denied responsibility for
extensions of the paradigm idea such as have been suggested here. He
was concerned only with scientific paradigms. The rest of us extended
at our own peril.
The Limits of Patterns
In Frank Baum's Wizard of Oz, when the lion is about to attempt to
jump a chasm, crouching at the edge, the Scarecrow asks why he doesn't take a running jump. "That's not what lions do," is the reply. So with
civilizations. There may be other reasonable responses, but they won't
occur if that's not what that civilization does.
The Limitlessness of Pattern Expansion
Theodore Caplow and his associates, restudying the Lynds'
Middletown four decades later, discovered that the inhabitants had their
television sets on an average of 28 hours a week. Since there was no television in Middletown in the twenties and thirties, when the Lynds did
their study, Caplow's group asked what Middletowners were giving up
to watch all that television. It turned out, nothing. There were a dozen
book stores in Middletown where there had been one; libraries had
more books per capita and readers were taking out more books; there
were more magazines, newspapers, radios; more people were going to
school and graduating at every level. The Caplow group couldn't measure comparative quality or whether the television was being watched or
mostly provided background sound, as radio probably had. But since it
always takes more bad art to produce more good art, it seems apparent
that the Middletown environment had expanded culturally; there were
more receptive people who had more leisure to receive.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2007
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The reason I can't get a novel published or even find an agent is
that my very good novels can't compete with the excellent novels of
Baxter, Chevalier, Doig or Godwin. If I had only to compete with
Melville, Hawthorne and Alcott, I would have a chance.
The Girl With the Pearl Earrings
For a delightful introduction to the complexity of Dutch painting,
read and enjoy Tracy Chevalier's 2001 novel titled above. For insight
into the complexities of interacting arts and crafts, try her multiperspective The Lady and the Unicorn (2004).
The Universal Peasant
Quigley has said, if not in writing then at an ISCSC meeting, that
the peasant is universal, not affected by the style of the civilization.
The craftsman, however, arises from the peasantry, his parameters
limited but not absolutely rigid; he does not mass-produce. But the style
can last for a long time, as in the case of Occucaje pottery. And like the
Sturbridge potter, he may occasionally have created something on his
own, then restored it to clay. Such productions have been found in the
homes of craftsmen and peasants, though the vast majority have been
lost or reprocessed.
Baseball Styles
I'll tell you another baseball story that might illustrate the inexhaustibility of apparently exhausted patterns. David Orenstein and I
were sitting far down the right field line in Riverfront Stadium,
Cincinnati, when a Reds batter lined a ball over the fence for a home
run. But the ball hit a vertical pillar and bounced straight back to the
right fielder, San Diego's Tony Gwynn, who played the ball as if it had
hit the wall and fired into second base. He fooled everybody, the batter,
the umpires, and apparently the broadcasters. The replay must have
focused on Gwynn catching the rebound, and not on where the ball
came from. At any rate there was nothing about it in the next day's
paper. Have you ever heard anything like that? Pure creativity within
an exhausted pattern.
Exhausted Examples
I have a modicum of guilt about baseball examples. They seem particularly parochial for an intercivilizational audience. But baseball has
made inroads into Mesoamerican and East Asian civilization, where it
may survive even if, in the West, it goes the way of the Hula hoop.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol56/iss56/3
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Cyclical Patterns
The baseball story underscores the view that patterns need not end
from exhaustion and this implicitly challenges cyclical theories concerning art such as those of Kavolis (1972: 40-57) and Snyder (1999:
572-573). Kavolis sees a cycle consisting of anticipation, diminution,
explanation and latency while Snyder sees a cycle of anticipation,
expression, integration and disintegration. (Neither scholar would be
likely to appreciate this gross reductionism.) These stages do not relate
to each other, but are not necessarily contradictory. I have tested
Kavolis's view against cases of peace in history (e.g. 1973: 137; et. al.
1981: 166) and found them interesting and partially applicable.
Kavolis's view, however, will always be challengeable on the perception of crisis. Snyder's theory seems intuitively likely, though an
attempt to test this one paragraph would take months and then be open
game for any world art historian who wanted to retest.
Such theories are both useful and interesting, but they need not
apply every time. We might see tendencies here that may be amplified
or dampened by other variables. Indeed amplifications are provided by
both scholars (1972: 135-156, 1999: 573-574).
Still
Time eventually runs out for individuals if not for civilizations.
Though I have explored Kavolis's views to some extent, at the end of
General War (2001) I am still asking whether ideology becomes more
dramatic during times of crisis while law gets clarified and coded during normal times. And are art and literature stronger before and after crisis than during the crisis (2001: 218)? There are too many other variables to explore. It is a problem for some one else's agenda, a Blaha,
Targowski, Maxwell, Miyahara or Matsuzaki. There is, in any event, no
immediate danger of an exhaustion of problems for civilizationists to
address.
A Cause for Celebration
If Gothic structures emerged in the 11 century, and they are markers of the birth of Western Civilization, the organizers who do this sort
of thing should call a conference of archaeological historians who
should establish among themselves the earliest structure showing substantial Gothic features and establish its probable date and then, at its
site, the organizers who do this other sort of thing should prepare for a
celebration of the 1000" birthday of Western Civilization some time this
century, with appropriate athletic events, fireworks, hyperbolic speechth
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es, historical pageants, rocket launches and other emblems of what
Roger Wescott (1981) called "Faustianity."
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